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Women dancing to the beat,
to the beat set by men,
society, history, customs, prejudices...
It's time to dance to our own beat.

"AL SON" is a piece created by and for women, where I aim to make my small contribution to honor and bring visibility to the history of 
those whose own voice has been denied. Invisible women whose life stories have been diluted in anonymity, and also to the rebels, 
those who managed to achieve their dreams but were often erased from collective memory, often simply because they were women.



"To arms, to arms, to arms,
to arms, war, war,
the flowers clash,
the birds meet."

Marcia Belisarda, Poem 58

May this piece serve as my humble tribute to all these women and, at the same time, as a catalyst for those of us living in the present 
to continue moving forward, freeing ourselves from any form of oppression that still exists in our current society. Together, may we take 
a breath and continue advancing toward a path of liberation, acceptance, free choice, and the pursuit of our own dreams.



Rooted in tradition, this scenic discourse revolves around the concepts of folklore and feminism, approached from a contemporary 
perspective marked by the intersection of stage languages and the quest for rupture, all to find a unique narrative. It's a call for female 
solidarity, the strength of collective action, and empowerment as tools to forge our own poetic revolution and continue the fight for 
gender equality, the defense of our rights, and the improvement of our own condition as women.

From roses, lilies, and carnations
Little carnations, daffodils, and lilies
Why so many flowers?
Why so many sounds?
For I have long understood
Which beat
Resonates within me



From roses, lilies, and carnations
Of flesh, bones, and blood
Of dreams, silences, and chores
These flowers grow
Beautiful and brave
No longer just flowers
They are... women.
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